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1Mobile by Evolution1 Wins Another “Best Of” Accolade
January 07, 2014 09:02 AM Eastern Standard Time

MINNEAPOLIS--(BUSINESS WIRE)--1Mobile by Evolution1® – an industry-leading solution offered by
Evolution1® that provides healthcare account access anywhere, anytime – has been named one of the best
mobile products of the year in the 2013 Mobile Star Awards™ program.

“1Mobile and Evolution1 enable us to do exactly that.”

This is the second consecutive year 1Mobile has been named a “Shining Star” in the annual competition,
which is hosted by the mobile technology news and directory site MobileVillage.com. The Mobile Star Awards
program showcases the best products in categories covering consumer mobile apps, devices, enterprise
mobile solutions, enterprise success stories, and technology visionaries.
1Mobile is the mobile solution of choice for Benefit Strategies, LLC, a proven national third party administrator
with more than 25 years of experience in benefit administration. Its clients – which range in size from 10 to
100,000 employees – have fully embraced the solution. “The self-service numbers are higher than we ever
thought possible,” said Bethany Smith, executive vice president at Benefit Strategies. “Customer satisfaction
is priceless, and 1Mobile is available 24/7. Our clients love it.”
With 1Mobile, consumers can view their HSA , FSA, and HRA account balances and details, track expenses,
submit healthcare account claims, and capture, store, and send receipts anytime, anywhere on any iPhone,
Android, or tablet device.
For Benefit Strategies, Evolution1’s vision to simplify the business of healthcare is evident. “Our goal is to give
our clients a simplified user experience,” Smith said. “1Mobile and Evolution1 enable us to do exactly that.”
“Winning a Mobile Star Award is a great accomplishment now recognized by the entire mobile industry,”
concluded MobileVillage founder and CEO Jon Covington. “Mobile is the fourth great wave of computing, and
there are now millions of products competing for our attention. Mobile Star Awards winners and nominees
stand out from this crowd as the star innovators to watch and follow.”
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At Evolution1 , we simplify the business of healthcare. We do that through innovative healthcare software and
payment solutions that administer and manage consumer directed accounts. But we don’t do it alone. Our
network of 500 Partner organizations enables us to deliver our industry-leading solution to 80,000 employer
groups and 9,500,000 consumers across the country. Together we take the complexity out of defined
®

contribution, HSAs, HRAs, FSAs, VEBAs, PRAs, wellness plans and transit plans.
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